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INTRO
For centuries African Americans have been confined to speaking in code:
Slave quilts, “the nod”, and negro spirituals are a few examples of this. In
the modern age, this coded communication manifests itself through the
act of “code-switching”, where African Americans must change the way
they may normally communicate in order to function in everyday
society. Because of this, the ability to code-switch is considered means
of survival—comparable to codes that existed amongst slaves—because
without the ability to code switch, African Americans risk being severely
penalized and socially ostracized.
In an ideal world, African-Americans would no longer need to code
switch as means of survival. They would be able to communicate in their
natural dialects without penalty as those outside the community would
have a better understanding of the dialect. African Americans would also
see their modes of communication—both historical and
contemporary—as a source of pride in the same way other aspects of
the black experience are considered sources of pride.

THE PROBLEM
The problem: American society penalizes African Americans for the
way they speak. This problem developed from multiple factors, best
summarized as misinformation amongst people outside the African
American community and misinformation—and a lack of information—
amongst people within the community.
The solution: This problem can be addressed through educating those
outside the African American community and people within the
community: Correcting misinformation and introducing information that
defines African American communication as something worthy of
celebration.
To do this, I seek to pursue a serial process of creating “cultural
reference books” with an emphasis on materiality to convey meaning.

WHY THIS APPROACH
Current means of educating people on the subject exist as written
works (such as research books and magazine articles), short
interviews, and TED Talks. These means typically discuss only one
aspect of the African American communication experience, not the
history of the subject or the way different aspects of it interrelate.
My research will address the act of code-switching—what it is, how it
is implemented, and the repercussions of not doing it—while also
highlighting the different ways African Americans have spoken and
continue to speak in code. I will showcase examples such as slave
quilts, “the nod”, and the grammatical rules of African American
Vernacular English. This functions to educate the audience on the
subject and frame the subject as something worthy of cultural pride.

WHY THIS APPROACH
(CONT.)
I would like to address the topic through “cultural
reference books”, objects that have both educational
content and a strong physical presence through their
materiality. An emphasis on materiality will allow
the content to resonate more with the audience
compared to traditional reference books.
• A collection of abbreviated language reference
books (such as thesauruses and dictionaries)
• Books that are functional while also serving as
symbolic representations of the topic
• The topic of each book focuses on a different
"code" used by African Americans
• The book pertaining to contemporary code
switching will be emphasized

CRITICAL REFLECTION
• Experiences:
• Mixed media collage
• Prose writing with an emphasis on educating
• Experiences as an African American

• Challenges:
• New to book design (digital and physical)
• Combining technical, expositional books with a
very poetic approach
• Keeping in mind the intended audience vs. the
literal audience

CRITICAL REFLECTION
(CONT.)
• Resources:
• Conducting material explorations as part of
my Independent Study
• Relief papermaking workshop
• Faculty at VCUQ to help with book design,
paper making, and bookmaking.
• Faculty at VCUQ that specialize in writing
• Connections to faculty and students at VCU
that can help with research
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